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SYNOPSIS 

Campi ardenti is the forth episode of Vie traverse, a cinematographic road movie that run across Italy 

looking for an independent kind of cinema that many people consider dead but that is still extremely 

lively. From north to south, meetings with manufacturer of shadow cinema increase (directors, 

producers, critics, designers...) and through the various facets of their cinema-life, of their poetic or 

politic commitment, we look for a definition : what is independence ? 

From the ruins of Circo Massimo in Rome, to those of Rione Terra in Pozzuoli, going through the 

forgotten suburbs of the capital city, Campi ardenti deals with the meeting with a survival cinema, the 

one by Beppe Gaudino and Isabella Sandri. 



ÒLes Champs bržlantsÓ is about Beppe Gaudino and Isabella Sandri, two independent 

cinematographer who make independence a reason for existence, two human beings lost in cinema and 

in its language among the ruins of a cinematography, the Italian one, which has no perspectives and in 

which any leeway is due to the desperate obstinacy of individuals who pursue ephemeral dream, like 

motion images are. 

Catherine Libert and Stefano CanapaÕs project, a journey in Italy on the cinematographic 

independenceÕs trail - Vie Traverse Ð becomes extremely important  if we consider the objective 

problems our nation is living, not only and not so much in the world of cinema, a story to be built, to be 

made, but that is necessary Ð the importance of taking a stock of the situation, of mapping those 

directors and that kind of cinema that in a lost war situation is able to show different and distant 

individualities  hoping that this work will help us to understand the need for going back on cinema and 

on this Country, as a community.   

The ÒVie TraverseÓ that everyone is running through, one day should converge on something, on a 

place where there is a wide horizon, where you can glimpse a possible future.  

 

Alessio Galbiati, Rapporto confidenziale, digital magazine about cinema culture, n¡28. 

 

 

NOTES # 1 : MEETING  GAUNDRI  

Catherine Libert: While starting my researches on independent directors in Italy, the name Gaudino 

frequently recurred. I knew that ÒGiro di LunaÓ was an unavoidable film, a unique object in the last 30 

years of Italian cinema. By sheer coincidence I met Beppe one night in Rome. In a bookshop in Rome 

there was a small party to show Roberto NanniÕs DVD. After the showing, a discussion on Roberto 

NanniÕs experimental cinema and more generally on the independent cinema in Italy took place. A man 

took the floor and portrayed in a very concrete way the situation of auteur film in Italy (even with the 

support of numbers!). He was carried away by enthusiasm while describing the urgent situation and 

suggesting to mobilize and to be engaged in different manifestations that would have taken place soon 

(especially during Venice Film Festival). 

Then, I went on speaking with him for long before realizing that he was Beppe Gaudino! I told him 

about the project on the Italian independent cinema. The rest happened in a very fast way. Next day he 

invited me at home, where I met Isabella Sandri, his life and cinema partner and I watched all their 

films. I was completely swallowed up by their universe, by the beauty of their obsessions for 



everything that resists, as if the way they lived their cinematographic commitment was every time the 

evident subject for their works, the memory of a world, the memory of a cinema and of the means to 

keep this cinematic world freeÉ 

One week later, Stefano arrived in Rome with the camera and we started shooting ÒChamps bržlantsÓ 

(ÒCampi ardentiÓ). By a sheer, wonderful coincidence, that is our meeting, this film adventure has had 

a so quick start. A friendship and a feeling of cinematographic identification that still bind us. Not only 

because Beppe and Isabella are extraordinarily generous due to their curiosity for the world (the 

strength of their cinema) but also because we soon realized, talking about our cinema-lives, that we 

were living the same joys and the same problems.. 

ItÕs a feeling of a sort of family-cinema, IÕm very fond of. 

 

 

We are not images, and being aware of this fact,  is not reassuring as saying it. So we work with our 

image, we do things ourselves,  purified and rigorous construction.  But we know we are in a sort of 

absolute flippancy. We are frivolous inside. We are toys, biscuits, this sort of things... And this 

dissatisfaction is the core of cinema. 

Enrico Ghezzi 

 

 

NOTES #2 : MEETING ENRICO GHEZZI  

Catherine Libert: It was January 2010, the city was snow-covered. My friends of Lucca Festival were 

in Paris too and they called me one morning to tell me that we had a meeting with Enrico at LTC 

studios, where he had to go for a technical vision of StraubÕs ÒLe stregheÓ. 

I started from nothing, I only knew a few independent film-makers and my wish for carrying out this 

project looked like a desire of a mad person who wants to build a castle with his bare hands in the 

middle of a desert... but this didnÕt disconcert Enrico who generously kept on speaking for hours about 

Ònever seen thingsÓ and about the incredible liveliness of a cinema that nowadays is scarcely visible in 

Italy. His cinematic enthusiasm for everyoneÕs life and works definitively convinced us  that this 

project of a documentary on independent cinema in Italy was worth being lived and carried out. 

 

During our discussions, I realized that his words crossed the inventory of a visible cinema in Italy. His 

consideration set up a connection that went beyond the identity of every single film-maker,  that went 



beyond genres (experimental, underground and also independent). It made you wondering about the 

essence of cinema, beyond what is commercial or handcraft... Little by little I got the urge to film these 

moments of discussion, to catch them as parallel thoughts that would structure around every single 

meeting with the directors. So it became the central character of my film in a natural way: a ferryman 

(passeur) who act as a link among all territories of independent cinema.  

 

NOTES #3 : LES CHEMINS DE TRAVERSE (VIE TRAVERSE) 

I have been working for one year on Pierre ClŽmentiÕs unpublished film scheduling with two friends: 

Alessandro di Francesco and Andrea Monti (programmers at Lucca Festival). This first relationship in 

Tuscany allowed me to lay the foundations for my greatest desire: shooting in Italy. Soon I asked 

myself whether there were workshops, film-makers collectives where to exchange materials, as it 

happens in France and in Belgium, whether there were alternative distribution networks. In short: if 

there were independent film-makers in Italy. My friends (programmers or directors) answered 

unanimously: there was a very powerful independent cinema in the 70s (thanks to the Cooperativa del 

cinema indipendente mainly) but nowadays independent cinema is dead. The question became 

obsessive, there should necessarily be somewhere in Italy a ÒdirectorÓ involved in creating a film in his 

own kitchen. So I started writing to some critics, film-makers and experts of Italian cinema and I 

suddenly realized that I was doing anything but writing my own film... 

Then, one day, as luck would have it, I met Stefano Canapa, my partner during the work for ÒLes 

chemins de traverseÓ. Stefano is from Turin but he had been living in Paris for ten years. Our 

cinematographic paths coincided  as regards several cinematographic places and wishes, we were both 

part of the network of independent workshop, we both had learned the handcraft way of developing 

from the same people (Metamkine, Mtelier, Ad Libitum, LÕabominable...) and we had the same way of 

inventing our cinemaÕs independence. Stefano had moved from Turin, leaving the project of a 

workshop S8 behind, ÒSuperotto mon amourÓ. The kind of cinema he aimed at did not exist in Italy, 

however this fact didnÕt challenge his wish to shoot in the Country, and the detachment had never been 

overcome. My research on Italian independent film-makers met his wish to come back in Italy. We 

decided to embark on this adventure together in a very short time. Our collaboration and our friendship 

were the first steps towards ÒVie traverseÓ. 

 

ÒLes Champs bržlantsÓ is part of a series of films (that have to be made) entitled ÒLes chemins de 

traverseÓ in which the portraits of some film-makers will appear, as for instance the one we made with 



Beppe and Isabella. The chronology of the episodes is, first of all, geographical:  when I started to note 

down on a map of Italy the names of the film-makers I was interested in, I realized that there isnÕt any 

national identity to tie these radically different worlds, because their social and political stories are 

differentÉ The wish of a Òroad movieÓ joined the need to show these cinema territories: to shoot the 

crossing of a Country as Kramer did in ÒRoad One USAÓ or as Pasolini did when he wrote ÒLa lunga 

strada di sabbiaÓ crossing Italy from north to south and from south to north. As the film-makers we had 

to meet were many and many were the places to go, I imagined project made up of a dozen episodes, 

each focussed on one part of the CountryÉ 

Nowadays the strange thing is that we shot the fourth episode (or the fifth, or sixth, weÕll decide later 

on) before the others. Pervaded by the enthusiasm due to the meeting with Beppe and Isabella, we 

started from Rome, without any concern for the route we had fixed in advance (in this way we were 

also independent from any duty). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SHORT BIOS 

 

Catherine Libert was born in Liegi in 1971. She studied direction at INSAS, Bruxelles. She made her 

debut with a fiction short feature, Dans le noir, in traditional production terms and in a short time she 

realizes that she longs for another cinema. The films she made later on were16mm craft made films, 

therefore they met a more and more independent, poetic and experimental approach. Then she shot two 

documentaries, Benjamin, portrait dÕun dŽpart and Nul ne sait ce que peut un corps and a fiction 

feature, Un ŽtŽ, in super8, blown up in 16mm and in post-production. 

 

Stefano Canapa was born in Turin in 1977 and he has been living in Paris since 1999. In 2001 he 

graduated in ÒStoria ed estetica del cinemaÓ from DAMS in Turin. He then moved to France where he 

complemented with a workshop on cinematographic research, LÕabominable. He contributed to the 

foundation of other similar experimental, handcraft and autonomously run structures in Turin 

(Superottomonamour) and in Montevideo (LIC). 

Since 1998 he is member of a collective made up of French artists, Groupe ZUR - Zona Utopicamente 

Reconstituita (utopianly reconstituted area). In 2001 he finished Promenaux, experimental film 

released by the French cooperative Light-Cone. Since 2002 he has devoted most of his researches to 

images in project - personal or collective Ð that include the live dimension: installations, film-

performances, multidisciplinary improvisations and dramas. In 2005 he toured with Appunti per un film 

dÕamore and with the cinematographic performance in 16mm Petrolio since 2009. He premiered his 

works in many European and South American countries during film shows, theatre festivals, in 

museums and art galleries,  in alternative places typical of the alternative scene and in social centres. 

 

Isabella Sandri (Rovigo, 1957) earned a degree from Dams in Bologna and obtained a diploma in 

Regia from the Centro Sperimen- tale di Cinematografia in Rome. After shooting some short features, 

including Calcinacci, which earned the Spazio Italia Award in 1990 at Torino Film Festival, in 1995 

she made her first feature, Il Mondo alla Rovescia, selected for Locarno and Turin. Gli Spiriti delle 

Mille Colline (1997) earned her the Silver Spire Award in San Francisco and the second Premio 

Nazionale del Documentario Italiano Libero Bizzarri. La zattera di sabbia (2003) was awarded with the 

Special Jury Prize at Torino Film Festival. She has been working with Giuseppe M. Gaudino since 

1988. 

 



Giuseppe Gaudino (Pozzuoli, 1957) obtained a diploma in Scenography from the Accademia delle 

Belle Arti in Naples and in Direction from the Cento Sperimentale in Rome. In 1983 he made his debut 

with a documentary, Antrodoco, una storia per due battaglie. In 1992 he shot Joannis Amaelii, anima 

vagula e blandula, backstage of Il ladro di bambini by Gianni Amelio. Giro di lune tra terra e mare 

(1997) is his first feature, presented in competition in Venice. In 2002 he filmed the documentary OÕ 

Ciuna, while in 2003 he accomplished Materiali a Confronto, premiered in Venice. 
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